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Problem 1 Memorylessness of the exponential distribution 3 Points

(i) Suppose X is a random variable that has exponential distribution with parameter
λ > 0 and prove that it is memoryless, i.e. that

∀x, y ≥ 0 : P[X > x+ y | X > x] = P[X > y]

holds true.

(ii) Conversely, show that any memoryless random variable X which has a continuous
density on the interval [0,∞) must be exponentially distributed.

Problem 2 Standard normal distribution 4 Points
Suppose U1 and U2 are two independent random variables uniformly distributed on the
interval [0, 1].
Show that

X1 =
√
−2 log(U1) cos(2πU2) and X2 =

√
−2 log(U1) sin(2πU2)

are independent and standard normally distributed.

Problem 3 A simple Markov chain 3 Points
A particle travels on the graph shown below by starting in a random site and then moving
along an edge to a neighbouring site in each step
All the sites have the same probability to be the starting point. When the particle is on
a site it choses where to go in the next step uniformly from its nearest-neighbours and
independently of its previous choices.
Describe the resulting Markov chain by giving its state space, transition matrix and initial
distribution.



Problem 4 Simulating random walks 10 Points
Consider the following two Markov chains (see examples 2.2.1 and 2.2.5 in the lecture
notes):

Simple symmetric random walk on Z: describes a particle starting in zero and then
moving on the integers Z by jumping to the left or to the right (∓1) at each step
with equal probability independently of its previous behaviour.

Simple symmetric random walk on Z with absorbing boundaries in ±3: only dif-
fers from the model described above in that, once the particle reaches the states +3
or −3 it stays there forever. (To be accurate it should thus be called “simple sym-
metric random walk on {−3, . . . ,+3} with absorbing boundaries”.)

Write a program modeling the behaviour of these two Markov chains. You can come up
with your own algorithm or implement the one given in the lecture notes. You can use
any language you want, but the code must be thoroughly commented. Since we will be
studying other markovian phenomena through simulations during the course of this class
you should not restrict your work to the two models given above, but rather write a
general program that can simulate a Markov chain for any given transition matrix and
initial distribution.
Use your program to simulate 10 times the two walks’ first 20 steps. To fulfill the assi-
gnment, plot your simulations and hand the plots in together with the code, which you
should also send to the assistant via email.


